ABSTRACT In elementary school, the first step to learning about plants is observing plant features. In this study, we developed a plant search system that allows users to do a search even when they do not know the plant name simply by observing plant characteristics. The system consists of a total of 12 plant features, searches for the features according to the input features, and returns the top 10 plants with the best match. Furthermore, we adopted three different calculation methods for feature calculation, including the fuzzy function, association rule-based similarity (ARBS), and a combination of the two. The calculated results of the three aforementioned approaches are analyzed in case of a single feature input error or n features were input incorrectly; then the Top 1 and Top 3 accuracy are explored. According to the results of this study, the accuracy of ARBS is significantly higher than that of the other two calculation methods, thus proving that calculating the similarity through association rules can greatly increase accuracy. If future researchers were to expand to other features, the various features, even those that are hard to quantify, can also be quantified using the ARBS method easily.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, most plant search systems use RFID [1] or QR Code [2] to obtain plant information. However, these two technologies have specific hardware requirements that must be set up in advance to carry out scanning and sensing through a mobile phone to find the name of the plant. Since the variety of plants is very diverse and covers a wide range, these two methods have regional limitations. Some researchers have attempted to classify different tobacco leaves using the Fuzzy Function [3] . Their auto-inspecting and grading system uses machine vision to extract and analyze color, size, shape, and surface texture. However, the proposed extraction margin method can only be carried out roughly and there is still a difference between the margin of the extracted shape, polygon, and the margin of the shape of the original image. Therefore, to improve the method for capturing the plant outline, this study proposes a Centroid-Contour distance to capture the outline of the plant features and the distance from the center point to each margin point to more accurately quantify the plant features of the original image. As a result, the captured The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lei Shu.
image can also be consistent with the original plant image. Since image recognition technology for quantifying threedimensional features, such as outlines of flowers, is difficult, and the accuracy of the quantified value cannot be verified, the accuracy of the feature search query is definitely impacted and thus cannot be performed. Therefore, we applied the Association Rule method to those plant features that cannot be accurately quantified. The method of associating similarity with the association rule analysis can effectively improve the fault-tolerance and accuracy of the overall systematic plant search query.
This study aims to develop a plant search system with high tolerance and accuracy, as well as prove that the Association Rule can effectually complement the shortcomings of the inability to quantify features and further improve the fault-tolerance and accuracy of the search query system. The advantage of this system is that it allows users to easily search information of a plant without knowing the plant's name. Furthermore, the science curriculum can combine the teaching strategy of inquiry-based learning with this study's plant search system to improve elementary school students' plant observation ability. Students can thus pursue learning about plants through an approach based on self-observation.
In this study, the plant search was implemented based on the 12 quantified plant features using the approach of Centroid-Contour distance in addition to the Fuzzy Function calculation. However, the flowers of the plant are difficult to be quantified with various features which may lead to biased tolerances. That's why the study has incorporated Association Rule analysis by manually collecting feedback on similarities among the plant features, and applied the Association Rule to identify the similarity rules by species of plant as the supplemental calculation for the feature similarity and increase the overall tolerance and accuracy of the system search. Also, three different methods were applied to identify three different accuracy rates in the study. The Association Rule analysis would not only effectively increase the tolerance and accuracy of the system but also help users to search unknown plants based on the observed features of the targeted plants. After the features input, the system would calculate and screen out the Top 10 plants with the highest similarities to show their names and related information. In this study, a plant search query system was developed to perform three different analyses of similarity, namely the Fuzzy Function, the Association Rule, and the similarity from the combined Fuzzy Function and the Association Rule and performed for single feature error conditions and n feature error conditions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In previous studies, Centroid-Contour distance was not widely applied to collect plant features but some researchers have documented that leaf morphology image based plant search queries based on the Centroid-Contour distance is very effective [4] . However, in addition to drawing the contours of the plant features through the Centroid-Contour distance, this study applied the Association Rule and the Fuzzy Function methods to calculations. In the followings, previous studies about the methods proposed in this study would be further explored.
A. CENTROID-CONTOUR DISTANCE
Centroid-Contour Distance (CCD) is the methodology to intercept the morphological outline features, which means the distance between the center of the image to each point of its margin. Centroid distance won't generate different results due to the horizontal movement of the images, thus the Centroid-Contour distance owns the characteristic of Translation Invariance. Besides, the Centroid-Contour Distance may transform the information of images from two dimension to one dimensional. Taking the leaf as an example, the horizontal distance extending from the center of the leaf to the right margin as the starting point of 0 degree is ''centroid distance 0''. When the angle turns counterclockwise by θ degrees, the distance along the leaf margin by θ degrees is ''centroid distance θ''; He and Kundu in 1991 [5] , indicated that the centroid distance could be obtained by two methods, one is to get the centroid distance curve by the same angle and the other is to get the centroid distance curve by the same distance curve. In Asaari's study, the finger width with Centroid Contour Distance is used to improve the accuracy of finger geometry recognition [6] . In 2004, Hong et al. [7] use the color histogram of a flower region and CCD to characterize the shape features of a flower's contour.
B. FUZZY THEORY
Fuzzy Theory was firstly introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [8] , he proposed to describe the conditions with a vague and uncertain answer. The fuzzy theory can be simply interpreted to replace the ''yes'' or ''no'' answer by the description with different level changes. By 1984, after the International Fuzzy System Association was established, fuzzy theory related researches and applications were rapidly developed. The following six membership functions are commonly used: triangular membership function, trapezoidal membership function, S-membership function, Z-membership function, linear membership function, and bell membership function [9] . In this study, we adopt the first two membership functions.
C. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING (ARM)
Association Rule Mining is an important method for data mining. It's used to manage tremendous data files and identify the associations or rules among the transaction details. The first application of the Association rule was proposed in the research done by Agarwal and Srikant [10] . The classical and typical Apriori algorithm can identify the strong rules among the products within the huge amount of the transactions in the supermarket. The Association Rule can be represented as:
{onion} → {hamburger}, which meant the customers would buy hamburgers when they bought onions in the supermarket, so the transaction details containing these two items will be identified to be ruled into one group or have strong relations between each other. Simon et al. [11] applied association rule mining to electronic medical records to discover risk factors for developing diabetes. Some researchers have used decision trees, quantitative association rules, and hierarchical clusters to analyze Alzheimer's disease gene expression profiles [12] . ARM has also been applied to e-commerce and attracting new customers in a number of studies [13] - [17] .
III. RESEARCH METHOD
The objective of the study is to elevate the accuracy of the system searching by the plant features. The ARBS method proposed, the Centroid-Contour distance and the Fuzzy Function theory, would enhance the fault tolerance of the system. Since the flower features are complicated and difficult to be quantified by applying the Centroid-Contour distance, the ARBS based on Apriori algorithm for the Association Rule was proposed in this study to calculate the feature similarities no matter the feature can be quantified by the Centroid-Contour distance with or without the Fuzzy Function. Users can give feedback on the similar plant features, then the feedbacks collected would be processed by the Association Rule analysis and those features with high similarity would be assigned higher score during the calculations.
Firstly, the study would quantify each plant feature that would be extracted by the Centroid-Contour distance based on the outlines of the plant features. Later on, the study would apply the ARBS method and the Fuzzy Function to perform the plant feature query searching and calculating. The quantification of the plant features, plant search calculation and the process of ARBS analysis are explained in the followings.
A. PLANT FEATURE QUANTITATIVE METHOD
This study has proposed the method for quantifying plant features by applying the Centroid-Contour distance to quantify some features of the plants and assign one value for each plant feature, respectively. The value after quantification would be used to compare the differences and similarities among different features. In this section, the quantification of 8 leaf features (leaf shape, leaf apex, leaf base, leaf margin, leaf veins, phyllotaxis, growth habit and leaf size) and 4 flower features (flower shape, flower phyllotaxis, flower color and florescence) would be discussed. 
1) LEAF SHAPE
Among the plant features, the leaf shape feature refers to the marginal outline of the leaf. This study has collected 21 leaf shape features in the database (as shown in Figure 1 ) and quantified them by way of the Centroid-Contour distance.
In the aforementioned (1), X center and Y center represents the average of the transverse axis and the longitudinal axis of the leaf, respectively. So they also represent the x coordinate and y coordinate of the leaf center, with N representing the total points on the outline of the leaf margin; the x_axis p and y_axis p represent the coordinates of the p-th point on the leaf margin. Then, starting from the center to calculate the distance to each point on the leaf margin from 0 to 359 degrees
In the aforementioned (2), x_axis was the baseline value and the relative coordinates referencing to y_axis in those 4 quadrants by calculating θ degree based on the centroid distance curve would be available at 0 degree, 90 degrees, 180 degrees and 270 degrees). To avoid the tan(θ) being 0 or the denominator being 0, the study applied the Euclidean distance equation to calculate the centroid distance (shown as the following (3)); After calculating the center point to all the margin points, the maximum distance from the center point to each margin can be obtained.
According to the aforementioned Euclidean distance equation, dis_x_axis θ and dis_y_axis θ represent the difference between the x-axis coordinate and y-axis coordinate of the leaf center and the margin point at θ degrees, and the resulting dis θ is the center point to the margin at θ degrees. Through the calculation method of the Centroid-Contour distance, the quantified values of the 21 leaf shapes can be obtained, and the following (4) are used to calculate the feature quantification values:
2) LEAF APEX, AND LEAF BASE
The quantification method of the leaf apex and base features also applies the Centroid-Contour distance calculation. The only difference is that the leaf apex feature emphasizes the front end of the leaf tip, that is, when calculating the CentroidContour distance of the leaf apex, the calculation range would be focused on the upper half of the leaf. Therefore, the angle of θ would be defined between 0 degree to 180 degrees; conversely, the features of the leaf base emphasize the base of the leaf, that is, when calculating range by the CentroidContour distance, the calculation range is only the lower half of the leaf and therefore, the angle of θ is limited to between 180 degrees to 360 degrees. In total, this study has collected 11 kinds of leaf apex features (as shown in Figure 2 ) and 8 leaf base features (as shown in Figure 3 ) in the database. 
3) LEAF MARGIN
The leaf margin refers to the edge morphology pattern of leaf. This study has collected 12 leaf margin features in the database (as shown in Figure 4 ). The quantification of the leaf margin feature was calculated through the Centroid-Contour distance by identifying the 360-degree centroid distance contours and the local maximum and local minimum of those Centroid-Contour distance values were used to assess the fluctuations and total quantities so the quantified values of the leaf margin features could be divided into two groups, fluctuations and total quantities. 
4) LEAF VEINS, PHYLLOTAXIS, GROWTH HABIT, FLOWER SHAPE, AND FLOWER PHYLLOTAXIS
The leaf vein feature refers to the vein distribution on the leaf, of which this study has collected 5 leaf vein features in the database (as shown in Figure 5 ). The phyllotaxis feature represents the array of the leaves on the stalks or branches, and this study has collected 6 phyllotaxis features in the database (as shown in Figure 6 ). Growth habit refers to the growth pattern of the plant, and this study has collected 4 growth habit features in the database (as shown in Figure 7 ). There is no similarity among those three leaf features mentioned above, therefore it is almost impossible to mistaken while observing and identifying them. Hence, the study has adopted the Boolean data type to represent the conformity of the leaf vein, phyllotaxis and growth habit. The flower shape feature refers to the margin outline of the petal, which represents the shape of the entire set of petals. This study has collected 36 flower shape features in the database (as shown in Figure 8 ). The flower phyllotaxis feature represents the array of the flowers on the axis of the entire plant of the flower, and this study has collected 15 flower phyllotaxis features in the database (as shown in Figure 9 ). This study has adopted the Boolean data type to represent the conformity of the flower shape and flower phyllotaxis. 
5) LEAF SIZE
In this study, the requirements of the leaf size feature collected should be the size of a mature leaf, the size range is from the top of the leaf apex to the base of the leaf. The maximum and minimum of the leaf recorded in the database, respectively.
6) FLOWER COLOR, AND FLORESCENCE
This study has collected 13 flower color features in the database (as shown in Figure 10 ). The classifications of the flower colors were divided as one single color or mixed colors; and the possible flower colors are recorded, like red, yellow, white, red and white, pink and white etc.
The florescence refers the months in which the plant will blossom in the year; florescence would be recorded as 1 for the blooming month and 0 as the non-blooming month in the database so the blooming time of the plant in a year would be shown clearly, i.e. [001110000000.] shows that the florescence of the plant was March, April and May.
B. PLANT SEARCH CALCULATION
This section is based on the aforementioned methods for quantifying the plant features to compare the feature values selected by the users for running the system with the features of the plants recorded in the database. The calculation results after comparison would be given one score and the rule of scoring here would be explained in the followings. The plant from the database with the highest score would be returned as the search result.
As the flower feature is in a 3D shape different from the 2D shape of the leaf feature, the Centroid-Contour distance could not be used to quantify the intact morphology of the flower. Therefore, the study proposed to implement the Association Rule analysis to perform the similarity calculation for each feature to find the plants with highest match. Also, part of the scores would be given while calculating the conformity to find other possible matches. Besides, for those features that cannot utilize the Centroid-Contour distance to quantify, including the leaf vein, phyllotaxis, growth habit, flower shape and flower etc., this study apply the Association Rule analysis to assign partial scores on the high similarity associated plant features. This approach compares the similarity of individual features to achieve high system accuracy and tolerance.
1) LEAF SHAPE, LEAF APEX, AND LEAF BASE
The leaf shape, leaf apex and leaf base would apply the triangle membership function for the fuzzification of the feature values, of which the definition and methodology are listed as the equation (5):
In equation (5), c is the user selected feature value and x is the quantified feature value of the plants collected in the database, with a = c − 1, b = c + 1. All the fuzzy quantified feature values assigned in this study range from 0-1 so there would not be x < a and x > b in this study; and the equation mentioned above could be simplified as:
Collating the (6) would obtain:
Combining two conditions in (7) would obtain (8):
In equation (8), c meant the quantified value of the user selected leaf shape feature, x represents the quantified value of the leaf shape of all the plants in the database so the method would calculate and obtain similarity score of the leaf shape feature of each plant.
2) LEAF MARGIN
The leaf margin feature value refers to the shape of the leaf outline. In the previous section, the leaf margin feature values are explained to contain the total times of fluctuations and the total amount of fluctuations. The fluctuations represent the vary of the local maximum and local minimum of the centroid distance curve. The total times of fluctuations of a leaf margin is normalized and divided by the maximal fluctuation. The total amount of fluctuation represents the sum of variance of the maximum and minimum of the centroid distance curve fluctuations. It is normalized and divided by the number of local maximum on the margin and the maximal centroid distance normalized. Equation (9) was adopted to calculate the leaf margin features: (9) In equation (9), X represent the total times of fluctuations, Y represent the total amount of fluctuation, edge_points represent the number of local maximum on the margin, X and Y are used to calculate the variance of the leaf margin features of the plant in the database and that of the user selected Therefore, the score of the leaf margin features is calculated by (9).
3) LEAF VEINS, PHYLLOTAXIS, GROWTH HABIT, FLOWER SHAPE, AND FLOWER PHYLLOTAXIS
Among the leaf veins, phyllotaxis and growth habit, there are no confusions for users to observe so there are no fuzzy defined associations between them. Hence, for identifying VOLUME 7, 2019 the leaf veins, phyllotaxis, growth habit, flower phyllotaxis and flower shape, this study applies the Boolean data type to calculate their match scores. In other words, the user selected items would be compared with each plant collected in the database; and full scores would be granted when they are exactly the same, but score 0 would be given if they are different.
4) LEAF SIZE
Regarding the leaf size scoring in the study, the trapezoid membership function was applied with the definition as the equation (10):
In equation (10), min refers to the minimum leaf size of a certain plant, while max refers to the maximum leaf size of it. Also, we have set a = min− , where x refers to the leaf size value input by the user. This study has applied the trapezoid membership function on the fuzzy items; and the equation (10) calculates and obtains the score of the leaf size feature.
5) FLOWER COLOR
According to the user selected color, the difference with the plant color saved in the database would be compared. The comparison method was based on the RGB values of the color as the 3 dimensional coordinate, then applying the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between two color coordinates; and the longer the distance, the bigger the difference.
The difference in the flower colors is calculated by the following equation (11):
Through the aforementioned Euclidean distance equation, the calculations are performed and scored by flower color difference based on the following,
6) FLORESCENCE
The florescence was based on the blooming months of the plant and its fuzzy curve was established by applying the trapezoid fuzzy function in the equation (13) . The florescence allows multiple choices to obtain the corresponding score by month.
C. ASSOCIATION RULE BASED SIMILARITY(ARBS)
Based on the similarity calculations of the Association Rule, in this section, the study would discuss about how the Association Rule analysis applies the Apriori algorithm for 12 plant features and the strongest Association Rule is used to represent the similarity of the features to promote the overall system tolerance and accuracy. The study applies the Association Rule to score the similarity of plant features; and the definition is as follows:
This study has collected plant feature similarities with user feedbacks. In the aforementioned equation (16), the minimum support was set as 0.01 and confidence was set as 0.3 to analyze all the plant features with the Association Rule to map out the possible regularities and amend the value of confidence with the following equation (17) to calculate the similarity. score similarity = 100 × Association rule confidence (17) In the aforementioned (17), Association rule confidence represents the confidence value in percentage, and 100 refers to the full score of the plant features. Taking the leaf apex feature as an example, if the user feedbacks for blunt shape and round shape meet the minimumsupport(≥ 0.01), its Association Rule would be 'blunt shape → round shape' or 'roundshape → blunt shape'; and if the confidence of a rule 'blunt shape → round shape' is 0.6 (60%), then Association rule confidence = 0.6, which means the similarity between the blunt shape and round shape of the leaf apex feature was 60%. Therefore, if the correct leaf apex feature of the plant is the round shape but the user selected blunt shape instead, the leaf apex feature similarity score would be 60 (score similarity = 100 × 0.6 = 60) instead 0. In this way, the system achieves high accuracy and fault-tolerance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
According to the analysis results of the accuracy rate, the ARBS method this study proposed effectively increases the accuracy rate and fault tolerance of the plant search query system. We found that ARBS is significantly superior to the other two on Top 1 accuracy and Top 3 accuracy, while errors occurred due to similarities when users input features. Therefore, this study proposed that ARBS is superior to the calculations based on the fuzzy function. We further explain the accuracy rate analysis and discussion of those three methods in detail below.
A. PLANT FEATURE SIMILARITY
This study suggests using the ARBS method for plant feature similarity calculations. We apply the Association Rule Theory to calculate the minimum support and degree of confidence of the plant features, which is incorporated into the calculation of the similarity. Using the ARBS method, flower features such as flower phyllotaxis and petal shape can be quantified, although it is hard to apply image recognition to intercept their outline and to combine the Centroid-Contour distance to quantify and identify the feature similarity by the flower phyllotaxis and flower shape. Unlike Fuzzy function, ARBS can be applied to each plant feature for comparisons. Therefore, we performed ARBS calculations on 12 plant features and increased the fault tolerance and overall accuracy of the plant query system. When carrying out the Association Rule analysis, we applied a minimal support of 1% and confidence level of 30% as the baseline to perform the Association Rule analysis using the Apriori algorithm. For each plant feature after Association Rule analysis, the similarity would be calculated based on the value of the confidence level. If two features (A or B) were very similar, it may confuse users, who may then select features by mistake, thus leading to incorrect search results. Therefore, applying Association Rule analysis yields the confidence level of rule A → B or rule B → A, and in this study, the minimal confidence level of two features is taken as the similarity. The similarity scoring equation is described in reference (17) . As shown in Table 1 , using the Association Rule analysis, we obtained the confidence level results and similarity values for the plant features.
B. ACCURACY RESULTS OF PLANT SEARCH
In the database, this study has collected 841 kinds of most common plants in Taiwan. For each plant, we recorded the following 12 features: leaf shape, leaf apex, leaf base, phyllotaxis, leaf margin, leaf vein, leaf size, growth habit, flower shape, flower phyllotaxis, flower color, and florescence. These 12 features were analyzed for fault tolerance. The experiment was to analysis the accuracy rate under the condition with one wrong feature input or more features selected wrongly and to prove that the fault tolerance of the system is high. The accuracy rate results under each feature error returned the Top 10 plants that conformed best with the input features; later on, 10,000 wrong feature combinations were randomly generated in each round so that we could analyze their accuracy rate.
In this study, three methods were cross compared with the Top1 and Top3 accuracy rate analysis to examine the fault tolerance of the plant query system. According to Table 2 , Top1 accuracy of the ARBS was somewhat higher than the fuzzy function and the fuzzy function combined with ARBS. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the fuzzy function method and fuzzy function combined with ARBS method were capable of maintaining a 98% to 99% accuracy rate.
In this study, Top 1 accuracy means that the correct answer appears in the top 1 returning by the system, while Top 3 accuracy means that the correct answer appears in the top 3 of the list. According to Table 3 , Top3 accuracy of the ARBS indicated 100% accuracy rates, while the accuracy rate of using the fuzzy function and fuzzy function combined ARBS could maintain every feature with 99% to 100% accuracy rates.
Under the condition of one feature error, the accuracy rate of ARBS is much higher than the other two methods; therefore, this study continued to explore the conditions of errors that occurred in n features and performed both ARBS and Fuzzy methods to analyze the Top1 and Top3 accuracy rate, respectively. We selected a total of 841 data items to undergo accuracy rate analysis. Figure 11 shows two methods undergoing the Top1 accuracy rate analysis with n feature errors, while Figure 12 represents that the accuracy rate of ABRS is much higher than the other under the Top3 accuracy rate analysis of randomly inputting with n wrong features.
In Figure 11 above, The Top1 accuracy with two feature errors of ARBS is 99.29%, while the fuzzy approach is 96.99%. With five feature errors, the fuzzy function accuracy rate merely reached 63.43%, while the ARBS accuracy rate still remained at 93.41%. Therefore, the result of Top1 accuracy rate analysis shows that the ARBS method is superior to the fuzzy function.
In Figure 12 above, the Top3 accuracy rate of those two methods differed even more from one another. With this finding, the study has confirmed that the ARBS can significantly raise the system's fault tolerance and accuracy rate. Furthermore, for those plant features that could not be quantified by the Centroid-Contour distance and fuzzy function, ARBS could serve as an alternative and provide a good solution.
In this study, the fuzzy functions were only applied on the features of leaf apex, leaf base, leaf shape, leaf margin, leaf size and florescence. However, using ARBS is able to quantify all features. Therefore, the advantage of ARBS is that it can effectively deal with the features which the fuzzy function cannot quantify and the accuracy using ARBS is better than that of fuzzy function. In addition, we found that a combination of the two will affect the accuracy of the system. We consider that ARBS can effectively improve the accuracy of the system. If it is combined with the Fuzzy function, the accuracy will decay.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have developed a plant search system that applied 12 plant features and was calculated using three methods. The first method used was the Centroid-Contour distance to quantify some features and combine the Fuzzy Function theory; the second method used was the Association Rule Based Similarity (ARBS) to calculate the similarity among similar features; and the third method used combined the aforementioned two methods to quantify features, so that users could search for an unknown plant by inputting the observed plant features and then the system would return the top 10 search results with the highest conformity by comparing the features input with the system database. As shown in the experiment results, we compared the accuracy rates of the three aforementioned different methods applied for the plant search query. When users input the observed features, some of the features are likely to be selected incorrectly due to high similarity. Whether selecting a single feature incorrectly or n incorrect features, Top 1 accuracy and Top 3 accuracy were analyzed at every condition. As shown in this study, the accuracy rate of ARBS was much higher than the other two calculations, even when many of the selected features were wrong. The similarity according to the analysis of the association rule is applied. Even if half of the 12 features are input incorrectly, Top 1 accuracy is still as high as 76%, and Top 3 accuracy is still as high as 98%. Therefore, this study has proven that the system's fault tolerance is high. The results indicate that Top 1 and Top 3 accuracy with the ARBS method is higher than with the Fuzzy Function alone or combined with ARBS, either with only one or n wrong features. Meanwhile, we proved that the Association Rule analysis obtained higher accuracy rates than the Fuzzy Function calculation, which is because not all features can be easily and properly quantified. For those features that can be quantified by Fuzzy function, we recommend using Fuzzy set for them. For those difficultto-quantify features, ARBS is better for quantifying such features. Among the 12 plant features, in the case of three or four feature errors, Top 1 accuracy can be maintained at 95% or higher, and Top 3 accuracy can be at maintained 100%. The ARBS can greatly raise the fault tolerance to significantly improve the accuracy rate. In the future, if controlling more enrolled features, the ARBS method can still easily quantify the added features. The method with high efficiency can be applied for other search query systems besides plants and can be easily applied to other systems with the concept of quantifying feature similarities for applications. 
